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Fancy Nancy is back in New York Times bestselling team Jane O&#39;Connor and Robin Preiss

Glasser&#39;s picture book series. Fancy Nancy loves fallÃ¢â‚¬â€•the fashion, the weather, and

especially the colors of the leaves! As Fancy Nancy helps Mom and Dad rake the leaves outside in

Fancy Nancy and the Fall Foliage, she gets a stupendous idea to do something unique with the

most beautiful leaves she finds. Join Nancy as she celebrates the changing of the seasons in this

storybook adventureÃ¢â‚¬â€•complete with a fabulous set of stickers!
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Fancy Nancy loves fallÃ¢â‚¬â€•the fashion, the weather, and especially the colors of the leaves! As

Fancy Nancy helps Mom and Dad rake up, she gets a stupendous idea to do something unique with

the most beautiful leaves she has found.Join Nancy as she celebrates the changing of the seasons

in this storybook adventureÃ¢â‚¬â€•complete with a fabulous set of stickers!

Jane OÃ¢â‚¬â„¢Connor is an editor at a major publishing house who has written more than seventy



books for children, including the New York Times bestselling Fancy Nancy series. She resides

(thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fancy for lives) with her family in New York City.Robin Preiss Glasser actually wore

tiaras and tutus when she danced with the Pennsylvania Ballet. Now she happily spends her days in

jeans, drawing. She has illustrated many acclaimed picture books, including the bestselling Fancy

Nancy series. She won the ChildrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Choice Award for Best Illustrator of the Year for

Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet. Robin and her family live in Southern California.

We are usually huge Fancy Nancy fans in my house. This book is a huge disappointment. There is

a typo, the story has none of the wit of the others, and the ending is oddly about Christmas. I know it

is "based on the work of Jane O'Connor," and not written by her, but I had hoped there would be

some quality in the copy. We own and love many, many Fancy Nancy books but I can not

recommend this one.

The Fancy Nancy books by Jane O'Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser are fantastic. My four year-old

daughter and five year-old son both enjoy them, and I do not mind reading them to them. I enjoy

graphic novels and sequential art, and these books simply have strong illustrations - autumn books,

with the fall colors, are particularly nice. Fancy Nancy has a universe going. Her father, mother,

sister, friends, and teacher, Ms. Glass, provide a nicely realized world of interested, caring adults,

and the books have a nice use of vocabulary that is not too complex to teach children new words in

context.

I agree with others that this is missing a lot of the classic FN charm. seems like they phoned this

one in. I liked the idea of learning about fall foliage, but thought there would be a little more about

fall traditions (pumpkins patches, apple picking, etc.) This is strictly focused on leaves and kind of

boring.

Love the vocab and lessons Fancy Nancy has to offer. (My 2yo says "foliage"!)

A GIFT FOR A 3 YEAR OLD NEIGHBOR GIRL--SHE LOVES IT.

Nice paperback. My little one loves Fancy Nancy. Only cover art is by Robin Preiss Glass. I prefer

the books that are hardcover with all of the artwork by Glass. But a cute book.



I love this book. my grand daughter does too. She is reading all my Fancy Nancy books. This one is

great as we change seasons. Always fun.

Once again, another great book!
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